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The sounds you love - Fresh and serious-minded Pop/Rock songs with an inch A various writer who

captures the human qualify enjoyed by fans in North America, Japan, Europe and Africa. 10 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Classic Shake POP: British Pop Getting There Songs Details: *** ALAN KIRK SONG "HUNGRY"

NOW FEATURED IN INTERNATIONAL TV/RADIO COMMERCIAL FOR RED LOBSTER

RESTAURANTS !!! Alan Kirk's performing career started at a young age in the United States, where he

played in local and regional bands. Before moving to Canada, Alan was involved in starting a co-op

recording studio for area musicians. Alan's music industry experience came while working for a Toronto

based music production company, a learning opportunity that allowed him to make lasting contacts in

music production, publishing, and film. Constantly writing and looking for new avenues for his music, Alan

recently placed his song "Hungry" in a major TV advertising campaign for Red Lobster, which also

features his voice. Other exciting licensing and publishing ventures are in the works. Alan has also

recently been featured on CBC Radio's Daybreak program. Alan has played solo, and with other

musicians in the United States, Canada, New Zealand and Europe. His live performances are imbued

with a great sense of fun, and showcase his serious-minded songwriting, which spans the range of

human experience. He describes his music as Eclectic Classic Shake with a range of styles and

instrumentation incorporated into his sound. "I like to write intriguing songs about people, including

characters I invent, and their many experiences and relationships. To me, a good song is one that has

emotional impact on the listener. Sad, angry or happy - I want to leave you with a lasting feeling." Alan

currently lives in the Slocan Valley, in British Columbia. The cover of his new release "Getting There"

represents the region's beautiful scenery, as well as the journey involved in making the CD, which was

recorded across the United States and Canada. When Alan is not busy with myriad creative projects, he
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enjoys the great outdoors, traveling, and fast cars.
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